CU Next Interim Report 01 | Deadline: January 9, 2023

Introduction
The twice-annual CU Next interim reports will track your project over its multi-year trajectory. This reflective exercise is designed to benefit your project team and your communications with other CU Next teams and the CU Next administrator.

The responses you provide will:
1. **Inform the agenda for the all-project meeting(s),** which are to be scheduled soon after the interim report deadline(s). These meetings aim to address issues shared across CU Next teams and to identify ways CU Next teams can benefit from one another’s expertise, institutional knowledge, and experience; and,
2. **Be archived** after review by the CU Next administrator in the team Google folder in sequence with the 1:1 team meeting notes for your reference.

Instructions
Please respond to the following six prompts and submit to the CU Next administrative team using the website [CU Next Interim Report website](#) by January 9, 2023. Please include as much detail and description as possible. There is no length requirement or limitation.

Report Prompts
Since our quarterly one-on-one meeting in September 2022:

1. What has your team accomplished?
2. What are the challenges you encountered?
3. Have you considered modifying, or are you currently modifying, your direction? If yes, in what ways?
4. Are there any updates on the collaboration? Evolution, growth, obstacles, challenges - please provide any and all updates.
5. Have any communications internal or external to CU about the project been created, shared, or published? Are there any on the horizon?
6. Are there any issues in the way you will be collecting that data you propose to collect?
7. Is there anything that CU Next administration can do to support your efforts?